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Novel Methods of Laser Ablation of YBa2Cu3O,

Osamu Eryu, Kenji Yanaoka, Kouichi Murakani, and Kohzoh Masuda

Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba

Tsukuba Academic City, Ibaraki 305, Japan

We have improved the characteristics of superconducting thin filns by novel
methods' which consist of a second laser irradiation rnethod and a pulsed
supersonic oxygen fluid shutter method. These novel methods were introduced
on the basis of dynamics of the laser ablation and deposition process.

Introduction

The pulsed laser ablation and deposition nethod have many advs.ntages for thia filn
fabrication of conpound such as oxide superconductor, - 3 ) a,nd seniconductora ) . The nost
profitable feature of the laser ablation and deposition nethod is thet the conposition of the
thin filns is very close to that of target naterials.6)

As reported in i previous paper.,, the ablated fragnents consist of four groups of
different velocities, Hereafter, they are naned as the first, second, third, and fourth
conponents according to their average velocities of 5x100, 1x106, 2x10s, and 2x10a cn/sec,
respectively. Ylhen the thin filn was fabricated fron all the conponents, electrical properties
were not good' as our expectation. The second laser excitation for third conponent was found
to be effective to inprove electrical properties as reported elsewhere.?,6) l,toreover, the
second laser excitation for fourth conponent was a.Iso effective to inprove electrical
properties.

The fourth conponent can be separated fron the others because of the lonest velocity.
I{e succeeded ln excluding the fourth conponent by e neri pulsed supersonic oxygen fluid shutter
nethod which was very effective to get good electrical properties of the thin filns.

We propose the conbination of these nethods is a novel nethod of la.ser ablation/depo-
sition of YBae Cu3 0, .

Besults and Discussion

Relation between probe-target distance and the tine between the laser pulse and the
tr&nsnittance dipro t i" shown in Fig. 1. Irradiation of seeond leser pulses just only for the
third conponent and also the fourth conponent can be perforned when the second la.ser pulse is
delayed 300 nsec and 7 psec fron the first laser pulse, respectively. Tine of laser
irradiation is indicated in Fig. 1. In this duration, fra.gnents of only purely third conponent
or fourth conponent can be irradiated with the second laser, leading to excitation a,nd
deconposition on these nonradiative conponents. Second la,ser irra.diation for fourth conponent
was effective to inprove the electric properties sinilar as that for third conponent. Change
of T" with second laser irr&diation for the fourth conponent is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3 Schematic
set up of pulsed
shutter nethod.
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ftg. 1 The relation between probe-target distance Fig. 2 Resistivity vs tenper&ture for
snd the tlne bet$een the laser pulse and the filned by (a)wlthout second laeer and
transnittance dip. (b)with second laser.

We can prove again the previous report that excitation and/or deconposition of
fragnents b.re very effective to inpiove electric properties of laaer ablated filn. The average
velocity of the fourth conponent is extrenely slower than the other conponents, so that we
have been able to exclude the fourth conpohent by neans of the fluid shutter nethod.

Figure 3 shoyrs a schenatic diagran of the experinental set up. Pulsed supersonic valve
(PSV) was used as a fluid shutter. The PSV rise tire for opening is about I ps and gas frow
duration is 150 rs. The direction of supersonic oxygen fluid are perpendiculdr to the flight
direction of ablated fragnents. The abrated fragnents fry throu8h a z nn slit of a guide pipe.
The supersonic oxygen fluid had already flowed into the guide pipe before the fourth conponent
reached the slit of the guide pipe. ?he flow direction of the fourth conponent ia changed
downward by collisions with high pressure oxygen nolecules, and then the fourth conponent is
not able to reach to the substrate.

Scanning electron nicrographs of two filns (a) without fluid shutter and (b) with
fluid shutter nhich riere deposited by the 0.532 sn raser wavelength are shown in Fig. 4. The
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pulsed laser and PSv operate at 10 Hz, and lase" energy density ras 3 J,/cn?. Deposition
experinents were done nith an s.nbient oxygen pressure of 100 nTorr, during operation of the
PSV. Msny nicron order particul&tes exist on the filn as shown in Fig. 4(a), but they alnost
disappear on the filn forned by using the fluid shutter, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Therefore we

lead to a conclusion that the fourth conponent is the origin of nicron order particulates. The
biggest problens) of laser ablstion and deposition nethod nill be solved by this nethod.

Without the fluid shutter, the filn shows a T" of 60 K as shown in Fig, 5(e). On the
other hand, nith the fluid shutter, the T" increased to ?4 f, and the resistivity at the nornal
state becone 1/40 as shown in Fig. 5(b). The pulsed supersonic oxygen fluld shutter nethod is
very useful for fabrication of good superconducting filns.
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Fig. 5 Resistivity vs tenperature for filmed
by (a)without PSV shutter and (b) with PSV shutter.

Conclusions

Second laser irradistion for the third and fourth conponents was very effective to
inprove electrical properties of laser ablated filns.

Exclusion of the fourth conponent by the pulsed supersonic oxygen fluid shutter nethod
during thin filn fabrication results in exclusion of large-size fragnents. This is also very
effective to inprove electrical properties of laser ablated filns.

The conbination of the second laser irradiation nethod and the pulsed supersonic
oxygen fluid shutter nethod is expected to be an excellent novel uethod to fabricate higher
quality filns.
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